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ABSTRACT

Odontogenic cysts;

Various treatment modalities have been reported for keratocystic odontogenic tumors

Mandible;

(KOT), with different recurrence rates. Marsupialization and decompression are two

Decompression;

different conservative surgical techniques for the treatment of KOTs.

Jaw Cysts;

This study aimed at comparing the recurrence rate between marsupialization and decompression in the treatment of KOTs with or without adjunctive treatments.
This is a systematic review study. The research sources utilized were PubMed (MEDLINE), Google scholar, Ovid MEDLINE and Cochrane Library. The keywords which
were selected based on Medical Subject Heading (MeSH) terms and PICOS criteria were
odontogenic keratocyst, keratocyst odontogenic tumor AND marsupialization OR decompression OR cystectomy OR enucleation OR curettage. Statistical analyses were
performed to compare the recurrence rate between marsupialization and decompression
with or without adjunctive treatments, regarding various follow-up times.
The number of subjects that underwent marsupialization was 182. There was a significant
difference for the recurrence rate between the marsupialization and decompression
groups without considering adjunctive treatments (p= 0.001). However, considering adjunctive treatments, there was no difference between marsupialization and the decompression groups (p= 0.18).
It appears that decompression without any adjuvant treatment may have a lower recur-
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rence rate than marsupialization. The recurrence rate was not different when enucleation
or cystectomy was performed after decompression and marsupialization.
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Introduction
The keratocystic odontogenic tumor (KOT) is locally

cleation with cryotherapy [5], marsupialization [6], de-

aggressive with a high recurrence rate compared to oth-

decompression have been defined as different surgical

er odontogenic cysts and neoplasms. KOTs have the

techniques. These approaches are aimed at decreasing

tendency to invade adjacent tissues [1]. It was described

the size of extensive KOTs prior to enucleation [9] or

by Philipsen in 1956 [2] as an odontogenic keratocyst.

completely solve the lesions [6]. The main advantage of

KOT was named in 2005, when the World Health Or-

marsupialization and decompression is the preservation

ganization termed KOT over odontogenic keratocyst

of important anatomical structures such as inferior alve-

which had been used as a traditional term [3].

olar nerve and the prevention of a consequent possible

compression [7] and resection [8]. Marsupialization and

Various treatment modalities have been reported

deformity [10]. In marsupialization technique, a part of

with differing recurrence rates: Enucleation [4], enu-

the KOT’s body is cut and removed followed by sutur-
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ing the lesion’s exposed boundaries to the adjacent mu-

National Library of Medicine, Google scholar, Ovid

cosa. The created surgical window exposes the cyst to

MEDLINE and Cochrane Library were used as search

the oral cavity. In the decompression technique, a drain

sources. The keywords were selected based on Medical

is placed in the lesion, which maintains communication

Subject Heading (MeSH) terms and PICOS criteria. The

with the cystic cavity. This decreases the intracystic

keywords for search included: odontogenic keratocyst,

pressure and may result in bone formation [11]. The

KOT and marsupialization OR decompression OR cys-

main difference between these two techniques is the use

tectomy OR enucleation OR curettage. To avoid miss-

of a cylindrical device (drain) to prevent closure of the

ing an article, the references of each selected manuscript

mucosa [12]. Both techniques result in a decrease of the

was rechecked manually through Google Scholar.

intraluminal pressure/volume or resolving KOT. The

Inclusion criteria

lining of many decompressed or marsupialized cysts are

A protocol was used for establishment of the inclusion

more similar to the oral mucosa than to KOT in histo-

and exclusion criteria. Full-text articles in English lan-

logical evaluation [11, 13]. There is no universal con-

guage were assessed for the following inclusion criteria

sensus regarding the best management of KOTs.

including (1) patients who had non-syndromic patholog-

Concerning the KOTs of jaws, this review was con-

ic proved KOTs, (2) the technique was decompression

ducted to find out which conservative treatment is asso-

or marsupialization with or without enucleation or cys-

ciated with a lower recurrence rate and determine if it is

tectomy and (3) the follow-up time was documented.

necessary to have adjunctive modalities in conservative

Studies were excluded if they were animal or in vitro

treatment. It may be hypothesized that there is nodiffer-

studies. Duplicate publications (risk of bias), syndromic

ence in the recurrence rate of marsupialization and de-

KOTs, articles without histopathological diagnosis or w-

compression techniques. Therefore, the aim of this re-

ithout complete demographic information of each pat-

view was to compare the recurrence rate of these two

ient were removed from the study.

methods with or without adjunctive treatments.

Quality assessment

Description of search strategy of relevant literature

Each full-text article was evaluated by two reviewers.

Objective

We followed the methodological index for non-

The objective of this study was to compare the recur-

randomized studies (MINORS) which had a clearly

rence rate between marsupialization and decompression

stated aim, inclusion of consecutive patients, prospec-

in the treatment of KOTs with or without adjunctive

tive collection of data, endpoints appropriate to the aim

treatments.

of the study, unbiased assessment of the study endpoint,

Criteria for considering studies (PICO)

follow-up period appropriate to the aim of the study,

The studies considered for inclusion in this literature

loss to follow-up less than 5% and prospective calcula-

review include case series, retrospective and prospective

tion of the study size [14]. This systematic review was

cohort studies, and randomized clinical trial studies

conducted based on the Preferred Reporting Items for

(Table 1).

Systematic reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA)
statement for reporting systematic reviews [15].

Search Strategies
The PubMed (MEDLINE) database of the United States
Table 1: Issues of interest based on study population,
intervention, control group and outcome measures (PICO)
Parameters for eligible studies
P Patients who had non-syndromic KOT
I Marsupialization and decompression with or without
cystectomy
C Marsupialization without cystectomy
Decompression without cystectomy
Marsupialization follows by cystectomy
Decompression follows by cystectomy
O Recurrence rate
P, population; I, intervention; C, control; O, outcome.

Statistical analysis

The statistical analyses were conducted using the statistical package SPSS for PCs, version 19 (IBM, USA).
Kaplan Miere test (Log-rank) was applied to compare
the recurrence rate between study groups regarding diverse follow-up times.
Evaluation of papers and level of evidence

In an initial research, 1096 articles were identified
through electronic database. After removing duplications, 593 articles were evaluated. Twenty-five manuscripts met the inclusion criteria of the research. The
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total subject number was 341 (Table 2). The mean fol-

considering adjunctive treatments, there was no differ-

low up time was 58.30±32.80 months.

ence between the marsupialization and decompression

The number of subjects who underwent marsupiali-

groups (p= 0.18).

zation was 182 (118 subjects received marsupialization
cleation or cystectomy after marsupialization) and 159

Discussion
KOTs are common benign jaw lesions, which are asso-

subjects received decompression (74 subjects underwent

ciated with high recurrence rate after various treatments.

decompression without any adjunctive treatments

Aggressive treatments such as partial resection have a

whereas 85 subjects had enucleation or cystectomy after

low risk of recurrence. However, jaw deformity and the

decompression) (Figure 1).

need of further reconstruction are the drawbacks of such

without any adjunctive treatments, 64 underwent enu-

In 118 subjects who had marsupialization without

treatments [39]. In this systematic review, the recurrence

any extra treatments, 32(27.12%) subjects experienced

rates of two conservative treatments with or without

recurrence lesion whereas among 64 subjects who re-

adjuvant procedures were evaluated.

ceived marsupialization with enucleation or cystectomy,

In the first analysis, the recurrence rate was higher in

7(10.94 %) subjects had recurrence lesion. In 74 sub-

the marsupialization group without any adjuvant treat-

jects who underwent decompression without any extra

ments. It could be hypothesized that creating a larger

treatments, 4(5.40%) subjects had recurrence lesions

window in marsupialization than decompression in-

and in 85 subjects who had decompression + enuclea-

creased the risk of distribution of daughter cysts which

tion or cystectomy, 12 (14.12%) subjects had recurrence

increase the recurrence rate. In fact, a small path is cre-

lesions (Table 3). Log rank test showed a significant

ated for the placement of a drain in decompression,

difference for the recurrence rate between the marsupi-

which results to minimal manipulation of the KOT wall.

alization and decompression groups without considering

In the second analysis, there was no statistical difference

adjunctive treatments (p= 0.001) (Figure 2). However,

for the recurrence rate between marsupialization and

Table 2: Summary of the involved studies
Author
Ribeiro-Júnior et al.[16]
Zhang et al. [17]
de Molon et al. [18]
Srivatsan et al. [19]
Padaki et al. [20]
Hyun et al. [21]
Pogrel[22]
Berge et al. [23]
Tabrizi et al. [24]
Güler et al. [25]
Rossi et al. [26]
Zecha et al. [27]
Matijević et al. [28]
Madras et al. [29]
Habibi et al. [30]
Habibi et al. [30]
Nakamura et al. [31]
Nakamura et al. [31]
Marker et al. [32]
Marker et al. [32]
Brɸndum et al. [33]
Maurette et al. [12]
Tolstunov et al. [34]
Zhao et al. [35]
Jung et al. [36]
August et al. [37]
Kolokythas et al. [2]
Sánchez-Burgos et al.[38]
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Year
2017
2016
2015
2014
2014
2009
2013
2016
2012
2012
2012
2010
2012
2008
2007
2007
2002
2002
1996
1996
1991
2006
2008
2002
2005
2003
2007
2014

Follow up(months)
43.5
21
60
36
60
43
34.8
66
60
40.54
60
58
84
24
32.5
32.5
24
24
156
56.4
108
24.89
30
93.6
24
33.6
24
60

Case number
15
1
1
2
1
1
10
70
13
30
3
10
1
3
6
11
23
5
12
11
44
28
1
11
2
14
11
2

Primary treatment
Decompression
Decompression
Marsupialization
Marsupialization
Decompression
Decompression
Marsupialization
Marsupialization
Marsupialization
Marsupialization
Marsupialization
Marsupialization
Marsupialization
Marsupialization
Marsupialization
Marsupialization
Marsupialization
Marsupialization
Decompression
Decompression
Decompression
Decompression
Marsupialization
Marsupialization
Decompression
Decompression
Marsupialization
Marsupialization

Secondary Treatment Recurrence
Enucleation
2(15.4%)
Enucleation
1(100%)
No
0
No
0
No
0
No
1(100%)
No
0
No
23(32.86%)
Enucleation in 3 cases
0
Enucleation
0
Cystectomy
0
No
4(40%)
Enucleation
0
No
0
No
2(33.33%)
Enucleation
0
Enucleation
6 (26.08%)
No
0
Cystectomy
0
Cystectomy
2(18.18%)
Cystectomy
8(18.18%)
No
4(14.3%)
Cystectomy
1(100%)
Enucleation
0
Enucleation
0
No
0
No
2(18.18%)
No
1(50%)
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Figure 1: Flowchart of the systematic review process (PRISMA 2009 Flow Diagram) [15]
Table 3: Outcomes of various KOTs treatments
With
Without
recurrence recurrence
Marsupialization
32(27.12%) 86(72.88%)
Without extra treatments 118(N) 7 (10.94%) 57(89.06%)
With extra treatments 64 (N)
Decompression
4 (5.40%) 81(94.60%)
Without extra treatments 74(N) 12 (14.12%) 73(85.88%)
With extra treatments 85 (N)
Treatment groups

decompression with further enucleation or cystectomy.
Removing any remnant lesion by enucleation or cystectomy may serve as an explanation of this event.
Al-Moraissi et al. [40] conducted a systematic review on recurrence rate following various treatments in
KOTs. They concluded that cystectomy is necessary
after marsupialization for the reduction of recurrence
rate. A systematic review was performed by de Castro et
al. [11] on the conservative treatments of KOTs. Their
results demonstrated a lower recurrence rate in decompression, followed by enucleation compared to pure

Figure 2: Hazard pilot according to Kaplan Meier test (Logrank) for recurrence of KOTs in group1 (Marsupialization
group) and group 2 (Decompression)

enucleation.
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Wushou and Zhao [10] stated that marsupialization

[4] Singh M, Gupta K. Surgical treatment of odontogenic

decreases the recurrence of KOTs more than enuclea-

keratocyst by enucleation. Contemp Clin Dent. 2010; 1:

tion and surgical resection and it may be the ideal treat-

263–267.

ment for KOTs. Antonoglou et al. [3] studied non-

[5] Schmidt BL, Pogrel MA. The use of enucleation and

syndromic and syndromic KOTs in a systematic review

liquid nitrogen cryotherapy in the management of odont-

and meta-analysis for recurrences. They concluded that

ogenic keratocysts. J Oral Maxillofac Surg. 2001; 59:

resection or marsupialization might be associated with a

720-725.

lower recurrence rate. It was suggested that the use of a

[6] Pogrel MA, Jordan RC. Marsupialization as a definitive

cyst plug following marsupialization, might accelerate

treatment for the odontogenic keratocyst. J Oral Maxillo-

bone regeneration in large mandibular KOTs [41].

fac Surg. 2004; 62: 651-655.

In a systematic review by Mojsa et al. [13], no high

[7] Marker P, Brøndum N, Clausen PP, Bastian HL. Treat-

quality evidence was found after assessing recurrence

ment of large odontogenic keratocysts by decompression

rates in terms of the treatment modalities of KOTs. In

and later cystectomy: a long-term follow-up and a histo-

many articles, the surgical approach for decompression

logic study of 23 cases. Oral Surg Oral Med Oral Pathol

or marsupialization was not clearly described. This

Oral Radiol Endod. 1996; 82: 122-131.

could be regarded as a limitation for this study [6, 9-10].

[8] Williams TP, Connor FA Jr. Surgical management of the

Pogrel and Jordan [6] mentioned that the terms decom-

odontogenic keratocyst: aggressive approach. J Oral

pression and marsupialization were applied inter-

Maxillofac Surg. 1994; 52: 964-966.

changeably in some articles. However, they are different
techniques.

[9] Dohan Ehrenfest DM, Rasmusson L, Albrektsson T.
Classification of platelet concentrates: from pure plateletrich plasma (P-PRP) to leucocyte- and platelet-rich fibrin

Conclusion
It appears that decompression without any adjuvant

[10] Wushou A, Zhao YJ, Shao ZM. Marsupialization is the

treatment may have a lower recurrence rate than marsu-

optimal treatment approach for keratocystic odontogenic

pialization. The recurrence rate was not different when

tumour. J Craniomaxillofac Surg. 2014; 42: 1540-1544.

enucleation or cystectomy was performed following
decompression and marsupialization.

(L-PRF). Trends Biotechnol. 2009; 27: 158-167.

[11] de Castro MS, Caixeta CA, de Carli ML, Ribeiro Júnior
NV, Miyazawa M, Pereira AAC, et al. Conservative surgical treatments for nonsyndromic odontogenic kerato-
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